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I. Antecedents of the Research, the Set Research Task 
 
In connection with the traffic network the economic, social demand is gradually 
increasing and the developments have to comply with more and more strict requirements. 
These days the globalization, the increasing market competition sharpens the position-
fight between the railway and road. In this fight the railway with its traditional 
organization, directing system and marketing-policy can survive, be renewed or step 
forward on certain areas only with difficulties. 
In connection with the territorial increase and uniting ambitions of the European Union 
the importance of the role of the railway is emphasized but at the same time interoperative 
questions are brought to the surface among the national railways. 
At the same time due to the increasing traffic running out of the road network capacity, 
the increasing pollution of road traffic needs urgent solutions. The development of the 
road network brings up bigger and bigger environment protecting and territorial problems 
and it meets strong social resistance. 
One of determining elements of the quality of human environment is noise, within it, first 
of all the extent of traffic noise. The noise caused by traffic has been increasing for 
decades significantly together with motorization. Though it is true that noise emission 
of certain vehicles is reducing, the traffic noise level is increasing together with the 
traffic increase. Among the traffic sub-branches the noise emission of road traffic 
increased specially due to the giant traffic increase. It is proved by the fact that 
70…80% of the city noise load origins from traffic. By the data of the UNO the civilized 
noise load increases with 1 dB a decade and the city noise is 30 times bigger than it was in 
the 1930s. 
People are used to the sounds of everyday life, and they only rarely feel this noise 
unbearable. Although it makes us tired and it is harmful even when they do not notice it. 
Since traffic increase is gradual, we perceive it with difficulties but the adjustment to it 
has got its own barriers. The big hearing loss, experienced in the developed countries, is 
not due to the longer life-expectancy but it is caused by the noise load bearing the whole 
life. Today each third Hungarian citizen lives in such a noise which is harmful to his 
health. 
Within the protection of noise and vibration first the next things have to be solved with 
technical and organizing methods: reduction of noise emission of noise and vibration load 
and the subsequent protection of that environment which is burdened continuously above 
the limit. 
The timeliness and importance of this question is proved by the fact that until 30th June 
2007 a strategic noise map of big agglomerations, cities and busy main roads, railway 
lines and Ferihegyi Airport had to be done. 
The advantages of the railway in the environmental protection in traffic occur even in our 
country despite the fact that the Hungarian railway in the area of technical quality or in 
electrification is far behind the railways of the developed West Europe. 

 

In connection with the environmental protection the transfer of cargo transport 
from road to railway is the important task of these days which has to be solved. The 
character and degree of the emitted noise of road and railway are different so it is 
necessary to examine the effects of noise emission of giving preference to railway 
cargo transport. In the practice the values of air pollution are always analysed and 
the comparison of the noise emission and noise load is not mentioned. That is why I 
carried out the comparison of the present and expected noise emission and I 
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examined the noise reducing possibilities of the two traffic sub-branches’ cargo 
transport. 
 
 
II. The Method of the Research 
 
The topic I chose is complex so I made a bibliography research for some years in 
three main areas: 

• the environmental questions of cargo transport of road and railway transport sub-
branches; 

• within the environmental protection the detailed bibliography research of the noise 
emission of road and railway cargo transport; 

• the developing possibilities of railway and combined cargo transport. 
 
During my research I systematized the studied materials on the base of these factors and 
dealt with those ones which were tightly in connection with my research area (11. 
Bibliography [1-210]). 
The other basic method of my research was the instrumental measuring of the noise 
emission of the cargo transport of the examined transport sub-branches. I examined 
hundreds of trucks and cargo trains on 5 road and 10 railway competent scenes for 
the evaluation of the noise-emitting basic data. It was a measuring series which 
lasted for years. 
When I chose the measuring scenes I kept the next things in view: 

• corresponding to the noise measuring standards; 
• preferable place by the noise measuring experiences; 
• the final data should characterize the noise emission of Hungarian road and railway 

cargo transport; 
• the international cargo transporting corridors. 

 
I evaluated, analysed and summarized the measuring results by computer. 
 
 
III. The New Scientific Results, Propositions of the Research 
 
1. I suggested making a transport environmental effect-study at great investments 

accompanied by long-term and systematic transport. I determined the main 
elements of this which – as a ruling instrument – can reduce the environmental 
load originating from cargo transport. With the help of this model we can 
examine the environment-polluting effects of some road and railway 
transporting, loading and transferring alternatives. 
At the transport-political decisions we have to take the environment protection 
into account and with this environmental protecting effect-study we can choose a 
more environmental protecting cargo transporting solution. (Chapter 2). 

 

 

I summarized the environmental effect-differences between the road and railway 
cargo transport. Each affected area unambiguously shows the preference of railway 
cargo transport. On the base of these examinations I worked out the system of a 
transport environmental effect-study, which is shown on diagram 1. 
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     Diagram 1. The block diagram of the transport environmental effect-study 
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During the process of the transport environmental effect-study some alternatives of a 
certain transporting task and relativity can be examined, and they can be compared from 
the measure of polluting effect on the environment’s point of view. The needed loadings 
and transferrings’ pollution has to be taken into account as well. On the base of the 
analysis the best solution can be chosen, actually that one which solves the 
transportating task with the least environmental loading. 
 
2. I worked out the comparing system of the noise emission of the road and railway 

cargo transportation. 
I made noise measurings for determining and comparing the noise-emitting basic 
data in case of trucks and cargo trains. On the base of these average cargo 
transportating parametres I worked out comparing formulas with which the 
specific noise emission of road and railway cargo transportation can be 
determined in functions of the freight-ton, loading area and load capacity. 
This original model can be used for making transport-political and environmental 
decisions. (Chapter 3). 

 
In chapters 3.5 I worked out a comparing system of the noise emission of road and 
railway cargo transportation. For calculating and comparing the noise emission of road 
and railway cargo transportation I determined the basic data and the average 
transportating parametres of trucks and cargo trains. 
For determining the noise-emitting basic data I measured the noise of hundreds of trucks 
and cargo trains on different competent scenes. 
I determined the calculating formulas for the specific comparison of the noise 
emission: 
 
The single event level, calculated on 1 freight-ton (LAX1t) is the next one: 
 

                                            
0

AXAX1t Q
Qlg10LL ⋅−=     [dB(A)]                         

 
where: 

• AXL : average passing single event level of one vehicle [dB(A)]; 
• Q: average useful loading capacity of trucks and cargo trains [t]; 
• Q0 = 1 t. 

 
The single event level, calculated on 1 m2 of the loading capacity ( ) is the next 
one: 

2AX1m
L

 

                                           
0

AXAX1m T
Tlg10LL 2 ⋅−=     [dB(A)]                       

 
where: 

• T: the area of the average loading capacity of trucks and cargo trains [m2]; 
• T0 = 1 m2. 
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The single event level, calculated on 1m3 of the loading capacity ( ) is the next 
one: 

3AX1m
L

 

                                           
0

AXAX1m V
Vlg10LL 3 ⋅−=     [dB(A)]                      

 
where: 

• V: the cubic capacity of the average loading area of trucks and cargo trains [m3]; 
• V0 = 1 m3. 

 
The specific noise emission of trucks and cargo trains is shown in diagram 2. 
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Diagram 2. Specific Noise Emission of Trucks and Cargo Trains 
 
The noise emission of road cargo transportation is specifically more preferable when it 
happens by a vehicle with the bigger loadability, loading area and loading cubic capacity 
(at the same time the frequencies and the other environmental harmfulness increases). 
Small trucks produce on average with ∆LAX ≈ 9,6 dB(A) more, medium trucks produce on 
average with ∆LAX ≈ 6,4 dB(A) more and heavy trucks produce on average with        
∆LAX ≈ 4,3 dB(A) more specific noise emission than railway cargo transportation does. It 
means on 1 t useful loading on average with ∆LAX ≈ 10,2 dB(A) more, on 1 m2 useful 
loading on average with ∆LAX ≈ 4,1 dB(A) more and on 1 m3 useful loading cubic 
capacity on average with ∆LAX ≈ 5,0 dB(A) more noise emission specifically on roads 
than it is in case of railway cargo transportation. On the base of these data I can say that 
the adventage of the railway against road is significantly present from the side of the noise 
in cases of big quantity of goods. On average the noise emission of road cargo 
transportation is specifically with ∆LAX ≈ 7,3 dB(A) bigger, i.e. it has three times bigger 
output than the railway cargo transportation has. 
Diagram 3 shows three practical cases. 
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Diagram 3. Specific Noise Emission of Road and Railway Cargo Transportation 
 
On the base of the practical values the semi-trailers, transportating goods produce on 
average with ∆LAX ≈ 5,0 dB(A) more noise emission specifically than the combined cargo 
trains. 
The road goods transportation – from the A-weighted continuous sound pressure level’s 
point of view – is bigger with ∆LAX ≈ 2,4 dB(A), i.e. it is a little bit bigger than the 
railway Ro-La transportation. 
The road container transportation – from the A-weighted continuous sound pressure 
level’s point of view – is bigger with ∆LAX ≈ 1,3 dB(A) than the railway container 
transportation. 
The aim of my measures, examinations was the complex evaluation of road and railway 
noise effects taking the transportating power into account since only the vehicles and 
vehicle processes have been examined so far. 
Not only did I prove that the railway produces the same transportating power with 
less noise loading but I also analysed that different road and railway vehicles, 
combined vehicle units, trains what noise loading can produce. 
On the base of my measuring results I showed which road and railway vehicle types and 
vehicle combinations correspond to the smallest noise loading. 
Taking the whole cargo transportating process into consideration, I made the systematic 
diagram of noise emission of loading activities of road, railway and combined cargo 
transportation. 
I examined the determining causes and tendency of the noise loading and the present 
noise emission of road and railway cargo transportation. 
 
3. I determined the linear equations of the regressive lines describing the A-weighted 

equivalent continuous sound pressure level on those transit transportating roads 
which have the biggest traffic and go through Hungary in NW and SE directions. 
With these equations the future noise emission of road cargo transportation can be 
calculated. On the base of the data of 2001-2005 I estimated the formation of the 
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expected noise emission in the next 20 years in cases of roads belonging to 
different categories. 
On the base of the worked-out formulas and the present railway cargo 
transportating tendency I estimated the expected values of the noise emission 
caused by the Hungarian road and railway cargo transportation on the examined 
roads and the parallel running and alternative railway lines. (Chapter 4). 

 
In chapter 4.2 I estimated the expected values of the noise emission and noise load 
caused by the Hungarian road and railway transportation in connection with transit 
roads in NW and SE directions and the parallel running railways which can mean 
alternatives. 
I determined the linear equations of the regressive lines describing the A-weighted 
equivalent continuous sound pressure level per road (equally day, night and 24 
hours). With these equations the future road cargo transporting noise emission can 
be calculated simply. Showing the results of the calculations in a diagram, the estimation 
of the noise emission, in connection with NW and SE directions transit roads of Hungary, 
between 2006 and 2026 can be seen in diagram 4. 
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noise emission increase of the some last years is not probable for a long time but the data, 
calculated from traffic estimation, have not taken the EU membership of e.g. Bulgaria and 
Romania into consideration yet. 
In the near future the noise emission of the railway cargo transportation can increase a 
little on some international main lines (e.g. 1, 100, 120) which completes export-import 
and transit traffic, but on other lines it is probable that it follows the present tendency, i.e. 
it stagnates. The noise emission, examined day and night, of cargo transportation is 
effected by the fact that on those lines which complete a bigger traffic (passenger and 
cargo trains) – e.g. line 1 – more cargo trains go along at night but on those lines – e.g. 
101, 140 – which complete less traffic the schedule is smooth. 
In chapter 4.3 I analysed the noise emission, and its expected formation, of the foreign 
– and within this the transit – truck traffic on the base of calculated data of questioned 
destination traffic in 2004 and 2006. The A-weighted equivalent continuous sound 
pressure level caused by foreign and inland heavy trucks in 2006 on some transit roads of 
Hungary can be seen on diagram 5. 
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Some transit roads 
 

Diagram 5. A-weighted equivalent continuous sound pressure level caused by foreign and 
inland heavy trucks on some transit roads of Hungary in 2006 

 
In cases of the examined speed traffic roads the noise emission caused by foreign truck 
traffic is perceptible a little (in 2006 it increased the noise emission of cargo traffic with 
∆LAeq ≈ 0,3…2,1 dB(A)), the noise emission caused by the transit traffic is negligible. 
The speed traffic roads, partly bypassing the villages or towns, mean less extra noise load 
for the inhabitants. 
In cases of the examined I. main roads the noise emission caused by foreign truck traffic 
is perceptible (in 2006 it increased the noise emission of cargo traffic with                 
∆LAeq ≈ 0,7…3,5 dB(A)), the noise emission caused by the transit traffic is perceptible a 
little. The I. main roads, because of going through the villages, mean extra noise load for 
the inhabitants. 
I stated that the extra noise emission of foreign heavy trucks increased on NW and SE 
directions transit roads between 2004 and 2006, on average with ∆LAeq ≈ 0,8 dB(A). 
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Because of the eastern enlargement of the EU (e.g. accession of Bulgaria and Romania on 
1st January 2007) on certain roads further increase can be expected which extends 
siqnificantly the noise load for people living beside the main roads. 
 
4. I examined the noise emitting effects of road cargo transportation overloading to 

railway. On the base of my analysis in case of the supposed traffic overloading the 
road noise emission reduces to a higher degree than the railway noise emission 
increases. I stated that giving preference to transit, export-import and inland 
railway cargo transportation against road is justified from side of the noise too. 
Even in case of smaller overloading of cargo transportation from roads to 
railway the disturbing effect reduces and in case of bigger overloading a more 
considerable fall of noise level occurs. (Chapter 5). 

 
In chapter 5.3 I examined the noise emitting effects of cargo transportation 
overloading from roads to railway. On the examined I. main road 4 and on the main 
railway line 100 the changes of the A-weighted equivalent continuous sound pressure 
level (for 24 hours) in case of overloading to railway (basic situation, 10%, 50%, 80%, 
100%) – i.e. the reduction of numbers of travelling heavy trucks from 100% to 0% – is 
shown on diagram 6. 
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Diagram 6. Changes of A-weighted equivalent continuous sound pressure level (for 
24 hours) caused by road and railway cargo traffic in case of transportating the cargo of 

heavy trucks travelling on main road 4 by cargo trains on railway line 100 in 2005 
 
In case of overloading increase the road noise emission reduces to a higher degree than 
the railway noise emission increases. For the less perceptible reduction of noise emission 
of road cargo transportation ≈ 40…50% overloading is needed. The frequency of the 
noise event considerably influences the disturbing effects (chapter 4.2.3), so in this way, 
even in case of smaller overloading (e.g. 20...30%) the disturbing effects are reduced 
despite the fact that the difference of A-weighted continuous sound pressure level is not 
perceptible. The efficient solution is the overloading most of the heavy trucks 
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(80…100%) and at the railway they should carry out noise reducing steps but it is not real 
from the traffic’s point of view. 
On the base of my examinations it can be stated that the increase of proportion of railway 
cargo transportation happening in work-sharing can be generally considered as noise 
reducing instrument and its use is suggested. 
In chapters 3.6, 4.2 and 4.3 I state the present values and the expected future formation of 
noise emission of road and railway cargo transportation and from these information it can 
be seen that in case of road an urgent noise protecting interference is needed. In 
chapter 5.4 I worked out a concrete proposal draft to stop the increasing noise 
emitting tendency of road cargo transportation, adjusting it to the Hungarian 
circumstances and taking its realization into consideration. From the noise reduction’s 
point of view the solution is overloading of the most export-import and transit road cargo 
transportation to railway and in cases of inland long-distance and bigger-mass 
transportation the use of railway as far as possible. Holding back the road transportation 
with economic and legal resources parallel giving preference to the railway cargo 
transportation. In the road and railway cargo transportation process noise protecting steps 
have to be put into effect and create a complex noise protecting system. Working out, 
accepting and fulfilment accordingly of a noise protecting and traffic developing 
conception. 
On the base of my measurings it can be seen that the noise emission of road cargo 
transportation shows increasing tendency, e.g. on average with ∆LA ≈ 0,5 dB(A) per year 
on some transit roads of Hungary. We have to deal with it in the future, that is why I 
suggested creating a complex traffic, noise protecting system in chapter 5.2. I 
determined some elements and the working principle of the system. 
The main points of creating the noise protecting system: 

• establishing of noise measuring instrument and data storing on permanent traffic 
counting stations and – on the base of a previous survey – on prominent places 
from the traffic and road/railway noise’s point of view; 

• storing of noise measuring results and sending on them on an electrical way to a 
centre where working out, evaluation, calculation and suggestions are made; 

• initiation of information, examination, research and regulating activities of 
different institutions. 

 
The noise load can be stated, controlled and treated with this system. Summarizing and 
evaluating from traffic and environmental point of view the place, need, importance order 
of interferences and the best resource of the solution would be established. On the base of 
the available and measured actual traffic data the environment protecting (noise 
protecting) points can be enforced more suitably and punctually. This system would make 
sure the scientific and data background of the creation of a traffic conception, its 
environmental approaching development and the mid- and long-term traffic environment 
protecting (noise protecting) programmes. What is more, it would support the traffic 
planning and environment protecting profiled firms and organizations’ professional 
activities. 

 

In the long run the aim can be the creation of a complex system which contains traffic 
calculation, speed measure, camera watching, measuring of meteorological parametres, 
measuring of air-pollution and measuring of noise. These data would run into a country-
wide centre from a measuring point which is relevant on certain road and railway sections 
and using them complex environmental protecting examinations could be made. 
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In the case of roads it would give data to an environment protecting traffic-ruling (e.g. 
night speed-limit). 
With this system unified, professional-based and efficient steps can occur to reduce the 
noise load. 
 
5. I determined the development’s tasks of railway cargo transportation as the device of 

reducing of cargo transportation’s environmental pollution and within it reducing 
of noise emission and noise load. 
Keeping the tasks occuring on small and medium-sized stations, in shorter long-
distance transportation reaching bigger railway symmetry for intermodal logistic 
centres’ network and its complex services can be assured with the development of 
traditional without accompanied, combined transportation. 
With scheduled development an equal strength railway infrastructure has to be 
built from the joining points of the international railway corridors through the 
intermodal logistic service-centres to the transporters and loading areas. 
(Chapter 6). 

 
I examined how we can solve the development of railway cargo transportation, 
which technical, economic and transport-political terms should be used. If the use of 
railway reduces further then it can occur that the obstacle of the economic increase is just 
the mass of traffic and those financial, social and environmental disadvantages which 
originate in it. Possibility has to be sured for the passing road transit traffic but it is 
important to realize bigger railway cargo transportation with simultaneous, restricting and 
economic steps which are harmonized with the European Union’s efforts. The solution of 
the task – beside the reasonable highway construction – is the development of railway and 
combined transportation. 
I summarized the present situation of the inland road, railway and combined cargo 
transportation, its traffic relations, work-sharing and the tendency of change. 
I examined the questions of the railway cargo rolling-stock. The cargo rolling-stock of 
MÁV (Hungarian State Railways Private Company by Shares) was continuously reducing 
in the last few years, the average life-expectancy of cargo wagons was continuously 
increasing, their compound is not suitable to the changed market demands and by their 
technical condition only a part of them is suitable for the international standards. During 
the development of railway cargo rolling-stock the first aim is to satisfy the transporters’ 
demands which means the increase of the number of special, easy-loading wagons. The 
most important area of the technical developments is the combined cargo transportation. 
The traditional combined technologies, such as containers, swap bodies, semi-trailers 
transportation need a lot of instruments from loading and transportating point of view, 
their use is restricted, that is why several times they do not mean attracting solution for 
the transporters. 
I analysed the present situation of the Hungarian railway cargo transportation and I 
summarized the necessary duties of the development of railway cargo 
transportation. On the base of the available, free routes the railway cargo transportation 
has considerable capacity reserves but these cannot be absolutely used. The reason for it 
that these days the transportation does not mean the physical passing of the cargo from 
one point to another, but the complex process of the joining services. The railway cargo 
transportation has not got the equal strength on this area, e.g. customers’ connections, 
loading area service, border passing, industrial branches, informatics. 
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The first aim can be keeping of the advantageous symmetry of railway cargo 
transportation in which we can surpass the developed, union countries in positive 
direction. The scaled development of railway is important for hindering transport-loss of 
small and medium-sized stations. 
Building of European transporting corridors and on these assuring the 
interoperabilitiveness obviously contribute to the development of railway cargo 
transportation but it cannot compensate the disadvantages from free, transport-market 
competition, and it means problems for the railway companies, for enterprises being 
connected with railway cargo transportation because rivalry appears on the inland markets 
which have been protected so far. 
The railway developments of the EU concentrate on the main lines and do not support the 
national interests but only widen the market of the EU. The advantages originating in this 
ambition can be exploited on a national level only in that case if we build an equal 
strength railway infrastructure from the joining points of the international railway 
corridors through the intermodal logistic service-centres to the transporters and loading 
areas. It is a national task to build infrastructure, to develop railway cargo transportating 
enterprises and to arrange the tasks of the authorities. 
Intermodal logistic service-centres, loading terminals establishing in the joining points of 
networks and in important junctions are important questions of the development, too. The 
intermodal, logistic service-centres assure the most important European transporting 
directions with their railway connections and the railway can take a bigger part in the 
international cargo transportation. Parallel with it or after it the inland network of the 
country definitely has to be developed by a schedule, which is an important element of the 
balanced economic development and the connections among the national regions. This 
inland network has to be joined to the international system on the planned points. Keeping 
the transportating tasks of stations with smaller traffic in shorter long-distance 
transportation bigger railway symmetry can be assured with the development of 
intermodal, logistic centres’ network and of services. Beside the railway join of the 
logistic basis the appropriate road connections have to be built on almost all places. 
The union support of this process might be got on an indirect way with the support of 
combined transportation ways but the solution basically remains a national task. 
Without any developing plans and sources in the case of the railway with old-fashioned 
infrastructure giving possibilities for the international transporting rivalry – cannot be 
permitted. 
With the collective solution of the tasks shown in the dissertation we can establish a 
competitive, appropriate even in the EU, inland railway cargo transportation. 
Realising of all these conditions only in that case brings results if they are realised in a 
frame of a transport-political conception scheduled both in time and costs. 
Finally I dealt with the combined cargo transportation and its environment 
protecting support which is basically important from the side of the railway’s future. 
Looking at the railway cargo transportation, it is important to develop the combined 
transportation because keeping the transportating duties of those stations which have only 
some-wagon traffic a day – can be solved, and they can arrange economically the 
transportations with smaller volumen. 
Experiments for creating a simple, efficient, combined road-railway technology have been 
done for a long time, and these almost showed the way of the solution but they failed in 
the practice soon. The traditional, combined transportating ways need high costs from the 
investal side since road and railway vehicles are needed and the power demand of train 
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transportating significantly increases because of the big dead load. This recognition led to 
those developments which directed on the creation of a wagon-body that can be used on 
both roads and railway. Every day new, promising technologies are born which are 
perfect from mechanical and constructional point of view but they do not take into 
account the regularities occurring at transportation, the unpunctuality which cannot be 
avoided (running-time, loadings etc.) the difference of the cargo-streams there and back, 
so that is why they do not become general in practice. 
In the transport-political conception we should make an effort to give such solution which 
would start from the total costs of the cargo transportation as economic consideration. 
Within this there are the transporters’ costs and the connecting costs of the society, the so 
called external cost. These would appear in the highway charges. With the combined 
determining of the all costs the charges could bring the railway and combined cargo 
transportation into a better position. Taking the external costs and the environment 
protecting points into account can result that the charge, paid on a certain line at railway 
and combined transportation, would be lower than the charge of the road alternative. 
Because of the environmental conditions of our country or of the Earth it is reasonable to 
give preference to railway and combined cargo transportation which needs financial 
support. 
A crucial change in the symmetry of road-railway’s work-share can be expected only that 
time if more and more European countries introduce restrictions of time and route 
permissions. The fact that the combined transportation becomes widespread in Europe can 
be expected from only those environment protecting rules which try to restrict road 
traffic. Since the EU’s aim on each area the liberalization of market, such rules cannot be 
expected within a short time. 
 
 
IV. Practical Utilization of the New Scientific Results 
 
Utilization of my research results is possible on some areas. First on the area of 
transport development, where in determining perspective developing directions of 
transport and establishing developing decisions the results of the thesis directly and its 
methods – with further researches – can be used successfully. 
The dissertation can give support to reveal externalias and to reduce relatively the 
environmental load. 
My suggestion can contribute to the development of the environment protecting 
regulating system. These days the regulation of environment protection is tried to 
approach from some directions and is tried to make it successful and the suggestion – 
worked out in this dissertation, with some more development – can be one element of this 
process. 
Calculating of the optimal environmental load, the traffic environment protecting 
effect-study – within the general environmental effect-study – can be the part of the 
regulating system. 

 

The worked-out methods, suggestions can be used in creating an information 
technological programme comparing the noise emission of road and railway cargo 
transportation and for stopping the noise emitting tendency of Hungarian road 
cargo transportation and for reducing the noise emission of railway cargo 
transportation. All of these can give a framework of a part, concerning with cargo 
transportation, of a noise reducing conception in Hungary. 
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Beyond the evaluation of present situation the results and methods of the comparison can 
be used efficiently in creating of new technical and technological environmental 
solutions during the development of combined road-railway cargo transportation. 
A way of use is the complex noise protecting system which is appropriate – with some 
further developments – for the whole examination of the environmental position, 
where establishing measuring points and joining them to a system as a network, we can 
continuously check the environmental load. In the case of an appropriate creation the 
measuring points not only do checking but can provide certain informatical, regulating 
and scientific functions in the transport process. 
Summarizing and evaluating these, we could name the place, need, order of the 
interferences from traffic and environmental protection’s point of view and the best 
instrument of the solution. On the base of the available and measured actual traffic data 
the environment protecting, noise protecting points can be enforced more suitably and 
punctually. This system would make sure the scientific and data background of the 
creation of a traffic conception, its environmental approaching development and the mid- 
and long-term traffic environment protecting, noise protecting programmes, and it would 
support the traffic planning and environment protecting profiled firms and organizations’ 
professional activities. 
My research can support the working-out of those transport-developing aims which 
serve the integration to the international transport system. On the base of the 
research, measurings, examinations it is reasonable to do first on the area of the railway 
development. 
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